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Art department seeks return of stolen work
Situation considered
theft, not prank
Becah Schwartz
Staff Writer

On the morning of Oct. 14,
two pieces of artwork were
discovered missing from the
hallway of the Modelle Metcalf
Visual Arts Center.
Of the two pieces missing,
one was an oil painting purchased from a former student,
and the other a photograph
from a series done by professional photographer Keith
Cotton.
Both are original art pieces
that belong to the art department’s permanent collection.
“It takes it to another level

when the labeling of ‘missing’
can be misinterpreted that that
can be lost or just temporarily
gone, but it is that these things
have been stolen for whatever
length of time period and we
are hopeful that they will return,” Laura Stevenson, assistant professor and co-chair of
the art department, said.
There is a lot of information
still unknown about who took
these pieces or why these particular pieces were stolen.
Following the discovery of
the missing pieces, campus police were contacted immediately and remain actively involved
in the case.
Jeff Wallace, chief of police,
also commented on the seriousness of the situation.

“Let’s be clear — it is theft,”
Wallace said. “Knowing our
community it is probably some
form of what they think is a
prank, but it’s not. It’s actually theft, it’s personal property,
it’s artwork so there’s value to
it, but it’s also valuable to the
person who did the artwork.
That’s why we really want to
see them returned.”
At this point, there have been
no leads toward the recovery of
the artwork. While recovery remains the top priority, the department hopes something can
be learned from this situation.
“ We would hope that we
would foster a campus environment in which theft would
not be taken lightly — not as
a joke, prank, or stunt, but in

which any property would be
treated with respect,” Jamie
Miles, assistant professor and
co-chair of the art department,
said. “We are aware that these
are not the only items that go
missing on campus, or that
have gone missing on campus,
so there does seem to be some
campus culture that this is funny or lighthearted, but it is actually theft.”
If there is any information
known about where either
piece of artwork could be, contact the art office at (765) 9985322 or email Cindy Reishus at
cindy_reishus@taylor.edu.
If found, return to the art office (MMVA 105) or Student Development (Boren 220).
echo@taylor.edu
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An art classroom in the Metcalf Gallery.

Congo Initiative partners share experiences in chapel
Taylor connects
to the Congo
Mer Fenton
Staff Writer

On Friday, Nov. 5, Esther
Lumbemba came to Taylor University with the Congo Initiative
to share with students and faculty about The Democratic Republic of Congo.
The president of the congo
initiative, Guy Kalisi, had originally planned to visit Taylor to
share about the Congo Initiative, but had a visa conflict. As a
result, Lumbemba, who resides
in Portland currently, was chosen to come in his place.
“The Congo Initiative educates ethical leaders who have
integrity; invests in a sustainable vibrant Congolese society; and develops grassroots
initiatives for peace, hope, and
justice,” their website says.
“Through our mission, we are
together—being transformed
to transform.”
In chapel, and with other

Photograph provided by Jim Garringer

MAHE student Kizito Kakule Mayao and Esther Lumbemba spoke in chapel.

students throughout the day,
Lumemba shared her personal experience of living through
the aftermath of the Rwandan Genocide and rebel forces,

and was able to show how that
has shaped her faith and view
of God.
Lumbemba lost multiple family members as a child due to

the conflict in Congo. She has
since graduated from the Christian Bilingual University of the
Congo (UCBC) with degrees in
psychology and counseling. At

UCBC, she worked for a year as
a chaplain, and then decided
to further her education in the
United States at the Western
Seminary Portland campus.

“While grateful for her experience, Lumbemba felt she did
not have the experience truly
needed to help those who have
suffered so much trauma,” says
a feature written about her by
West Seminary. “She wanted to
understand the issues deeply so
she could integrate good counsling into her theology.”
Lumbemba is pursuing this
career to give back to her community, and wants Taylor students to know the story of the
Congo and the hope that there
is for it.
She says the most helpful thing students can do is
learn more about the state of
the country.
“The Congo is known for its
economic, political and ethnic
conflicts and as of the poorest
countries,” she said. “However,
it is full of resources and when
they can be utilized correctly,
and there is a lot of opportunities. Student’s visions have been
transformed by God’s grace, and
there is so much potential in the
CONGO continues on Page 2

Haiti endures environmental, political disasters
Local people
seek change
Kyla Russell
News Co-Editor

PORT-AU-PR I NC E , H A ITI — “People think that Haiti is a poor country, but that is
not true,” Christian Charleston
said. “Haiti is a rich country
with beautiful people, but because of a corrupt government
and natural disasters, Haiti can
not flourish.”
Charleston spoke with The
Echo from his home in Portau-Prince, the capital of Haiti, during a phone interview on
Nov. 10.
He described the conditions
that characterize the history of
his homeland.
The Republic of Haiti, located
in Caribbean waters, is currently
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Migrants seeking asylum in the U.S., who returned to the Mexican
side of the border to avoid deportation, on Sept. 22, 2021.

home to nearly 10.2 million people. However, its roots must be
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in the 17th century and the indigenous population was largely exterminated. Eventually,
West Africans were imported
for slave labor.
Follow The Echo on
Instagram, Twitter
& Facebook
@Echo_TaylorU

In 1804, slaves defeated
French troops in a revolt and
proclaimed independence of
Haiti.
This advancement came at a
cost, though. France demanded monetary compensation for
former slave owners, financially burdening the young country.
Two entwined barriers to
Haitian development emerged
— political and economic instability and natural devastation.
These co-existent realities define the nation today.
“Few countries have struggled with development like Haiti,” a report from the Council on
Foreign Relations said. “Since
breaking free from French colonial rule over two centuries
ago, the Caribbean state has
weathered … chronic political
instability, and devastating natural disasters.”

Haiti is the poorest country in the western hemisphere.
According to The World Bank,
nearly 60% of the population experiences poverty.
Additionally, 90% of Haitians
are at risk of enduring natural
devastation.
Due to poor economic standing, the country is not equipped
with the necessary infrastructure to ensure safety for its citizens when natural disaster
strikes.
Traveling back to his home
in Camp Marie, Haiti, Polynice
Waldimy spoke to The Echo
through a phone interview on
Nov. 10. As he drove through a
nearby town, he called for action to address the failing infrastructure in the nation.
According to Waldimy, infrastructure was a concern before
the three most recent disasters
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but has plummeted steadily
since their happening.
On Jan. 12, 2010, an earthquake with a 7.2 temblor magnitude struck Haiti, killing an
estimated 300,000 people. The
event left over 1.5 million people unhoused.
Reconstruction would cost an
estimated $8 billion, surpassing
the country’s annual Gross Domestic Product (GDP).
Without access to enough recovery funding, the earthquake
exacerbated existing food insecurity, malnutrition and lack of
shelter, according to the United Nations Children’s Fund
(UNICEF).
On Oct. 4, 2016, Hurricane
Matthew, Category 4, struck the
southwestern region of Haiti.
According to Refugees International, the hurricane killed
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Western Art exhibit expected to open in spring
Collection will feature
variety of work
Will Riddell
Staff Writer

Helena Memorial Hall continues to undergo renovations as it
prepares to house the Western
Art collection of Leland and LaRita Boren.
Special Assistant to the President Ron Sutherland is helping to
oversee the project during these
early stages.
Part of his responsibilities in
his current role is that he handles
facility planning and operations.
According to Sutherland, the
university hopes the renovations
will be completed by the end
of the year. The actual exhibit,
which consists of over 400 paintings, may not open until April of
2022. The collection is currently being held by the Avis Corporation, and it will not be moved
to campus until the renovations

Photograph by Will Riddell

The collection will be put on display in Helena
Memorial Hall in the Spring of 2022.

at the old admissions building
are complete.
Once the art arrives, a portion will be displayed in the
gallery while the remainder of

the collection will be placed
in storage.
“One of the things that we
learned in doing some initial
work on receiving the collection

is that the best galleries and
museums don’t display all of
the artwork at once, because
otherwise, people come once
and they’re done,” Sutherland
said. “And so you want to encourage them to come back
multiple times.”
As for a curator, the university is still in the hiring process
and no official decision has been
made, according to Sutherland.
The university’s art department
has been put in charge of hiring a
gallery director.
Aside from the hundreds
of paintings, the Borens’ collection also includes bronzes. Sutherland has still not had
the opportunity to view the entire collection, but he has been
impressed by the glimpses he’s
gotten so far.
“I can look at a picture I’ve taken or a bronze, and it can remind
me of the handiwork of God’s
creation,” Sutherland said. “It’s a
part of a process that can usher

us into the presence of God as we
worship his creation, his creativity and how he makes humans
and all of those various forms.
It’s a part of worship that we get
to appreciate.”
Bringing the community closer to creation and giving Upland
a taste of the Southwestern United States are just a couple of the
goals Sutherland and the university hope to accomplish through
the exhibit.
Other hopes involve using the
gallery for receptions, creating
connections among those who
may not be familiar with Taylor and providing educational
experiences to students at the
elementary up through the college level.
“Arts tends to be one of those
programs that gets cut, unfortunately,” Sutherland said. “If we
can help supplement that and
create interest in our area, we
feel like that could be a really
great opportunity.”

The upcoming exhibit looks to
continue what has already been
an exciting and eventful school
year for the university and the art
department.
Kenneth Steinbach’s “I Love
Only You” is currently occupying
the Metcalf Gallery. Other shows
this year have included the 2021
Alumni Art & Design Exhibition,
which had its closing reception
on Oct. 9.
For Interim Provost Tom Jones,
it’s a special and invigorating
time to be associated with Taylor
and its continued commitment
to the arts scene here in Upland.
“Our aspiration is that Taylor would be a place where the
Boren collection represents really
the beginning of a much greater
appreciation for the arts,” Jones
said. “(Our aspiration would be)
that Taylor is a place, given the
limitations that we have, (where)
students are able, in a firsthand
way, (to) engage in good art.”
echo@taylor.edu

Mini Scoops: The music behind the Rice Bell Tower
Meeting the woman
who organizes it all
Darin Jordan
Staff Writer

Most days, students hear the
Rice Bell Tower ringing music
out over campus, but few of them
know who controls the bells.
Music Program Assistant Lisa
Royal currently runs the software program controlling the
tower. For the last decade, Royal
has made sure the program runs
and plays music.
Royal selects the songs through
a catalogue on the database and
then selects the style of bell used
to play them. “Flemish bells” is
her favorite.

The tower typically strikes the
hour with the well known Westminster chimes, and also plays
songs at 9:50 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Most of the pieces are selected hymns randomly selected by
the software, but the financial
donor for the new system stipulated that one patriotic song and
the Lord’s prayer are played daily.
Taylor friend Dr. Gentile donated
the money for the current system.
Construction on the Bell Tower began in 1986 with Zondervan
Library, and it has had a few iterations since then, with the newest system being installed late
in 2011.
The older system was easier to
access, and at one point students
plugged in their own device and

Photograph provided by UNICEF

Family sits in the rubble of the house they lost in
a 7.2 magnitude earthquake in Haiti.

UPLAND continued from Page 1

over 600 people and caused
widespread damage to homes,
public inf rastr uctu re and
schools.
“Most of the homes in its
path could not stand the force
of its impact which blew away
roofs and walls, destroying an
estimated 90 percent of homes
in the worst-hit areas,” Refugees International said.
On Aug. 14, 2021, another earthqua ke occurred in
Haiti. With a 7.2 magnitude,
over 2,000 people were killed
and 30% of local homes were
destroyed.
“Haiti faces a number of
rapid-f ire d isasters and it
does not have the economic
resources nor the political responsibility required to recover,” a report from The Borgen
Project said.
Aside from natural devastation, the country has experienced protracted political
instability.

“The government is what
makes me most sad about the
situation in Haiti right now,”
Charleston said. “The people
in power work only for themselves, they only think about
themselves, never the people
of Haiti.”
This notion is heightened due
to the recent assassination of
President Jovenel Moïse in early July 2021.
“You have this situation
where the institutions are not
working, where the economy
is stagnated ... the politics has
been extremely volatile,” Robert Fatton said in an NPR article. “The current government
has been challenged by the population. There have been massive accusations of corruption.
So you name it, in terms of instability and institutional decay, you have it at the moment
in Haiti.”
In response to this volatility,
Waldimy said people conduct
local protests and send letters

turned on their own playlist, including Queen. There was also a
keyboard set up with the old system which could be used to play
various pieces directly to the
bell tower.
The new system has the potential to connect to a keyboard, but
it is not set up yet.
Around Easter and Christmas,
Royal plays Easter and Christmas
music. In past years she played
secular Christmas music as well,
but Dr. Gentile requested this
to not happen, so it will only be
Christian Christmas music now.
Next time you hear the bell
tower, see if you recognize the
hymn that is playing and if you
know the words.
echo@taylor.edu
to the elected officials that represent them.
Ritchamy Artis grew up in
Fonds-Parisien, Haiti. He spoke
to The Echo about the Haitian
political struggle through a
phone interview on Nov. 10.
“People are consistently protesting, but they are also working to build up an opposition
party that might represent the
people of Haiti in a better way,”
Artis said.
Aside from these actions,
many Haitians flee their country looking to break out of the
compounding circumstances.
“Many of the migrants are
fleeing natural disasters, poverty and political turmoil, and
making a treacherous journey
through Latin America to reach
the border,” Bernd Debusmann
Jr. said in a BBC article.
On Sept. 18, the Department
of Homeland Security (DHS) announced a six-step strategy to
address the increase of Haitian
migrants. The approach called
for a surge of border control
agents to gain control of the
area.
Photos of the treatment of
Haitian migrants by U.S. agents
emerged, sparking controversy
in the U.S. and abroad.
“The US government showed
a total disregard for the right to
seek asylum when it sent agents
on horseback with reins flailing
to control and deter this largely Black migrant population,”
said Alison Parker, U.S. managing director at Human Rights
Watch. “This violent treatment
of Haitians at the border is just
the latest example of racially
discriminatory, abusive, and
illegal US border policies that
are returning people to harm
and humanitarian disaster.”
An estimated 2,000 migrants
traveled back to Haiti on 17 expulsion flights, according to the
DHS.

Photograph by Holly Gaskill

The Rice Bell Tower will soon switch to seasonal music.

Charleston outlined the dual
emotions his people experience
when looking toward their future
in Haiti.
“Any person who lives in Haiti
is there because they do not have
the option to move,” Charleston
said. “If they did have the option, they would leave, but they
will never stop loving their country. I am Haitian and love my
country, but if I had the option, I
would move.”
In tandem with this struggle,
Charleston, Waldimy and Artis
expressed hope for the future of
Haiti, which is founded in the spirit of resilience among the people.
“Without resilience, Haiti simply would not exist,” Artis said.
Kristen White and Whitney
Smith, who serve at Haitian
Christian Mission, a local organization, believe the demeanor
of the Haitian people should be
highlighted.
“Although Haiti is seen as one
of the most dire places, the Haitian culture continues to be characterized by laughter, hospitality
and kindness,” Smith said.
Looking to the future, Charleston asks one thing of Americans
concerning upcoming events
in Haiti.
“A ll I ask is that people
would pray for my country
and for all that is to come,”
Charleston said.
Another election will occur in
the first months of 2022. The vote
was originally planned to take
place in 2019 but was postponed
several times.
Citizens carry mixed feelings
regarding the election.
“The people of Haiti are not extremely excited about the election because the opposing team
is not very built up, it does not
have a strong candidate either,”
Artis said.
A new president, parliament
and senate will be voted upon.
echo@taylor.edu

CONGO continued from Page 1

private and public sectors.”
Lumbemba continues to urge
students to urge Taylor to pray
for the kingdom to come to Congo, and to know all the ways The
Lord is working in both her life
and theirs.
She wants students to know
of the promises the Lord has for
them, and the way he cultivates
identity and production in him.
She cited Psalm 139:14 and letters from Paul as the most important verses that have pulled
her through the hardships she’s
faced in life.
“I really thank the Lord for
the journey of healing,” she
said. “He helped me to not only
think about it in my head, but in
my heart that I am valued. I am
loved, and I have been created
for a purpose”
Lumbemba was joined in her
chapel message by Kizito Kakule Mayao, a MAHE student from
the Christian Bilingual University of the Congo.

“My presence by Taylor is
not random, it’s the fruit of
hope and faith,” Mayao said
during chapel. “I’m from a
poor family … even if I were to
sell all my properties and collect all my money, I would not
be able to reach this country.
That’s why I say it is a miracle for me this morning to be
here. God works with generations — after 175 years of excellence of Taylor University,
the Lord has opened doors so
that I can come here, and at
the same, God has connected you to other countries … so
that we can go and bring light
to the world.”
Taylor University and the
Christian Bilingual University
of the Congo plan to continue to
work together for international
educational experiences in both
the U.S. and the Congo.
To learn more or donate to the
Congo Initiative, visit congoinitiative.org.
echo@taylor.edu

The Echo is hiring
Want to gain experience in your field or get involved
on campus? The Echo is hiring for the following
positions for Spring semester:
• Online Editor
• Designers
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• News writers
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D'Souza describes fundraising efforts
Community care
through TU Phonathon
Emma Holley
Staff Writer

Who you gonna call? Alumni!
That is what junior Tessa
D’Souza did as a volunteer for
the Taylor Phonathon, an event
to encourage Taylor alumni to
give back.
D’Souza understood that the
event wasn’t just about money.
She said working at Phonathon
gave her the chance to make
connections with alumni.
“When you’re doing Phonathon, you’re literally just calling people up and asking them
to give up something,” D’Souza
said. “But you’re not just doing
that. You’re offering them so
much in terms of conversation
… you’re giving them a space
where they can talk about their
memories with you.”
Th e w orkers at Phonathon care about their donors
personally.
On a normal call, D’Souza
would check in with donors
and their families and pray
for them. Sometimes, donors
would offer to pray for her
as well.
Prayer was one of the most
meaningful parts of the event
for her.
“It’s so exciting to hear how
invested (donors) are (in Taylor),” D’Souza said. “Even if financially, they are only able to
give $30, that’s $30 we wouldn’t
otherwise have and they ’re
praying for us.”
Her first experience volunteering with a Phonathon was
at Asbury University, where she
attended as a dual-credit student in high school.
There, she learned the ropes
from its director, who researched how Asbury could
improve the way it sourced
its funding.
“She was very intentional
about teaching me the ways
we can do it poorly and do it
well,” D’Souza said.
She took the fundraising

Photograph provided by Tessa D'Souza

Junior Tessa D’Souza was a volunteer for the Taylor Phonathon.

skills she honed at Asbury
to Taylor as a Phonathon
volunteer.
D’Souza served for two years
under two different managers
and eventually became a manager herself.
D’Souza has always had a
heart for serving others. She
had led many service projects
at Taylor and at home in Kentucky, including a landscaping
project at a shelter for human
trafficking survivors.
She relates her community
service to her fundraising for
Taylor, since both give her the
opportunity to make friends
and connect with others.
“(Donors) already want to

give most of the time, and
you’re just sitting there until
they are ready,” D’Souza said.
“90% of the time I was at (the)
Phonathon, I’d forget that I was
making money.”
Her experience in fundraising would inspire her to give
back to Taylor. For a project in
Professor of Marketing Mick
Bates’ New Venture Planning
class, students were asked to
create and sell a product with
the goal of making $500.
She knew that most of the
students in her class would sell
cookies or other baked goods,
so she relied on her Brazilian
roots to sell a unique sweet:
brigadeiros.

Brigadeiros are little balls of
chocolate covered with chocolate sprinkles, a popular Brazilian fudge.
D’Souza said her group’s versions were “disturbingly Americanized,” including flavors
such as coconut and cookies
and cream.
Her team had a product
with an advantage over their
classmates.
“There were maybe three or
four people on campus who
had tried them before, so there
was no precedent for how it
had to taste,” D’Souza said.
The brigadeiros were a success, but the project wasn’t
over yet.

As part of the assignment,
10% of the proceeds for their
product had to go to a charity
of their choice.
Her group knew they wanted to give to a Taylor scholarship, but they couldn’t decide
which one.
Instead of donating to a
scholarship that would benefit
a specific group, they settled on
giving to the Taylor Fund since
it would benefit all students.
“The Taylor Fund provides
student scholarships and if we
have an emergency fund issue,
it can reduce those scholarship needs overall,” D’ Souza said. “Probably the easiest
way to help Taylor students
is to give to the Taylor fund,
so all of us and our friends
would benefit.”
The Taylor Fund is an annual
fund, meaning the money donated to it will be spent and refilled every year.
For students who rely on
scholarships to pay for their
tuition, the Taylor Fund is
a blessing.
D’Souza believes donating to
the Taylor Fund is a great way
for students and parents to give
back to Taylor.
She encourages donors to
think about what the money
they donate could be used for.
“If you have a little bit of
extra (money) lying around,
that is such a powerful way to
make someone else’s life easier,” D’Souza said. “$50 is maybe five hours of work at the DC.
That (donation) could bring a
student down from (10) hours
(of work) to five hours.”
D’Souza says that donors can
still mail in a check to donate
to the Taylor Fund, but the easiest way to donate is to give online at taylor.edu/giving.
Even if donors feel like they
have little to give, they can always pray for Taylor students
and alumni.
Af t er al l , thi s i s w h at
D’Souza’s fundraising efforts
are all about — caring for
her community.
echo@taylor.edu
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Professor reflects on time at Bangladeshi hospital
Peter Staritz describes
life in Bangladesh
Tarah Zumbrun
Staff Writer

When Peter Staritz, assistant
professor of physics and engineering, realized he was putting
his life’s work and his faith in
separate boxes, he knew it was
time for something different.
At this time, friends of Peter and his wife, Amy, were
heading to Nicaragua to serve.
When the couple told their
friends they felt God leading
them somewhere new, their
friends left them with an important question:
“If you think God is leading you to do something, why
wouldn’t you obey?”
Peter and Amy started looking into a missions agency their
church was involved with. With
Amy being a doctor and Peter
an engineer, they got connected
with The Project Office through
the Association of Baptists for
World Evangelism (ABWE).
At first, Peter thought they
would end up in The Republic
of Kosovo. However, he now believes God had other plans.
“The Lord led us to Bangladesh,” Peter said. “That was an
incredible experience.”
Memorial Christian Hospital in Malumghat, Bangladesh,
where Peter ended up, already
had a few facilities, but it needed more. The engineer that had
been helping them build onto
the structure left the project, which led to the hospital

Photograph provided by Taylor University

Peter Staritz is an assistant
professor of physics and engineering.

jumping from one project
manager to the next until Peter showed up.
While Amy served with the
medical staff, Peter was in
charge of working with the local
contractors to make sure everything was on track, managing
quality control and organizing
the schedule.
“Medical access for the Bangladeshis is very limited,” Peter
said. “The ratio of doctors to
people is way, way worse than
here. There’s a need for good
medical care.”
While construction was underway, the rest of the hospital
that was already functioning
had a steady inflow of patients.
In fact, the Rohingya Crisis in
Myanmar, when the Burmese
military began attacking Rohingya Muslims, caused an
influx of more than 500,000 refugees into Bangladesh to a refugee camp only 30 miles from
the hospital.
“So, all of the sudden, essentially overnight, we started

having patients with amputation by landmines, gunshot
wounds, all sorts of stuff,” Peter said. “We were certainly the
best hospital within range. We
were very happy to work with
the Rohingya and so they started sending us patients.”
Later, when one of the nurses from the hospital visited the
refugee camp, a man who had
been to the hospital commented on how he had been treated
like family. This is because the
hospital not only provides good
medicine to those in need, but
also kindness.
“We love people through the
work that’s going on there,” Peter said.
There were many challenges
Peter and his team had to face
while working with the people
in Bangladesh, such as language
barriers and varying cultural
perspectives.
One such cultural difference
was family views on women’s
health and social status.
“A family came in and the
daughter was getting close
to marrying age and she had
bone cancer,” Peter said. “This
decision is made a lot. They
decided not to get the bone
cancer taken care of because
she would not have been marry-able if she had basically had
the leg amputated.”
Through all the hurdles and
heartbreak, Peter was able to
make a real difference at the
hospital. Before he joined the
construction team, they had
separate wards for men and
women’s surgeries, each ward

Photograph provided by Peter Staritz

Patients wait in a Rohingya care unit where Professor Peter Staritz helped out.

having the capacity of 20-50
people. They also had three
operating rooms and an outpatient clinic.
After Peter worked on the
hospital, they had eight wings
off the central hub, room for
over 100 patients, eight operating rooms, an ICU, X-ray rooms
and several labs.
Peter knew the work he was
doing would serve the people of
Bangladesh well.
“Hindsight is 20/20, right?”
Peter said. “One of the things I
didn’t like about my job in the
U.S. is that God was getting the
leftovers. When we went to the

field, it was awesome! I got to
serve every day.”
Before going to Bangladesh,
Peter appreciated his work
at General Dynamics Robotic
Systems and Lockheed Martin
Advanced Technology Labs because they allowed him to be
creative and focus on technology that interested him, but his
job felt separate from his faith.
Peter set out to find a job that
combined service to God and
the use of advanced technology. Eventually, he found his way
to Taylor University.
“With Taylor, what I love
about this place is that I get to

serve God every day, but I still
get to do cool things and fun
things,” Peter said. “So that’s
really exciting for me.”
Here at Taylor, Peter doesn’t
just teach his students about
engineering, he also builds personal relationships by playing
chess with them, having nerf
wars and helping them get connected to other departments.
When Peter looks back at his
time in Bangladesh, he is reminded of God’s faithfulness,
but he is grateful to be here in
the states, working with Taylor students.
echo@taylor.edu
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“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging
the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government
for a redress of grievances.”—The First Amendment to the
U.S. Constitution
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Our View
The room draw process
Spring is approaching, and
you decide to check your email.
The subject of the email is
“Room Draw” in all caps with
about 12 exclamation points.
Maybe you are feeling excited about preparing your
rooming situation for next
year. Or perhaps, you are feeling anxious and stressed about
your future living situation,
and the questions of where
you will live and whom that
will be with are consuming
your mind.
On the Editorial Board ,
we’ve dealt with mixed experiences regarding room draw.
Many students have felt confused or overwhelmed by the
room draw process, and a few
have endured struggles when
attempting to switch residence halls.
The stress and anxiety surrounding room draw that is
experienced by many Taylor
students is seemingly unnecessary and may be caused by
several different factors.
First, the long email students receive about room
draw comes across as confusing or complex.
“It was both a lot of information and a little vague,” sophomore Katelyn Bertsche said.
Bertsche’s lack of clarity on
the room draw process made
it difficult when it came time
for her to find a roommate for
the following year. She did not
have a roommate her freshman year and was left to find
one on her own for her sophomore year.
“What was stressful for me
was that if I couldn’t find a
roommate, I would have had
to go into room draw and possibly lose my room,” Bertsche
said. “But also I don’t know
if that’s how it would have
worked because the process
is confusing.”
So, how does this whole process go down?
Housing Coordinator Lori
Slater summarized the process
and what students can expect
from it.
“In April ever y year, we
have the squatting process,
and that’s where students can
choose to keep their own room
with a roommate as long as
the room is full,” Slater said.
“They can request to squat
their room, and if they choose
to go through (the) room draw
then that is the following week
after the squatting process.”
Since a room must be “full”
in order to be squatted, students without roommates
must enter room draw and
risk losing their room and
having to move off their wing.
This can cause stress and

furthermore, devastation
among Taylor students.
Additionally, the process
of moving from one residence hall to another can
be challenging for students.
L a st ye a r, s o p h o m o re
Emma Brosious was hoping
to switch residence halls and
ran into several roadblocks.
“It was a frustrating process trying to navigate how
to switch dorms and the
whole room draw process,”
Brosious said. “It took a lot
of effort on my part to take
initiative and search for
rooming possibilities. It was
just difficult, and I felt like
I wasn’t getting much assistance or support.”
Brosious is undoubtedly not the only student who
has struggled with the process of moving to a new residence hall.
Students who hope to move
to a new residence hall with a
roommate from a hall other
than the one they are moving
to are almost guaranteed to
not be able to do so.
“The best way for a student to secure a spot in a
new residence hall would be
to move with someone that
already lives in that building
and is possibly losing their
roommate,” Slater said.
In the future, we believe it
would be helpful if students
received more clear and detailed information about
room draw.
Students would benefit
from a clear list of steps or
a flow chart containing options for when they do not
have a roommate and are
hoping to stay on their wing
or floor or for when they are
hoping to move to a new residence hall.
Regardless, we appreciate
the hard work that the Taylor housing staff puts in on a
daily basis to ensure the happiness of the student body.
No one would have a place
to live without their efforts.
Navigating how to find
new roommates and new
residence halls may just be
stressful processes to begin
with. But, if Taylor could
somehow reduce the stress
and anxiety that is caused
by these processes, students
would be much better off.
The Our View represents
the official opinion of the
student newspaper on different issues, as determined
by a consensus of The Echo
Editorial Board members.
Readers are welcome to
submit their views on these
issues in a letter to the editor to echo@taylor.edu

Life is full of burdens, and
we can become quite weary. Jesus calls us to come and lay our
burdens down before him so
that we may find rest. Throughout the Psalms we find prayers
that do this very thing. They are
called Psalms of lament.
However, the concept of a
lament today is a bit of a misnomer. Many think of lament only
as a way of unburdening or giving voice to our pain.
While this is definitely an important part of the process, we
are missing how lament is not
an end in itself, but rather a process to find healing and true
rest. Many times, the rest is experienced in the midst of waiting and surrender — resulting
in greater hope.
This process takes time and
doesn’t necessarily conform
to our expectations, but it is
through this willingness to honestly deal with our pain and suffering before God that we can
find healing and true rest. The
journey of lament can usher us
from pain to rest, resulting in
praise and thanksgiving. God
never promised an easy life.
In fact, if we are honest,
many would agree that life can
be quite hard. We are all either
coming out of a difficult time,
in the midst of a difficult time

Photograph provided by Unsplash

Lament is a key piece of our spiritual lives whether we recognize it or not.

or about to enter one. However, as Christians we also see
that these cycles of struggle
can often result in praise and
thanksgiving.
The book of Psalms, which
has been recognized as the
prayer and hymn book of God’s
people, reflects this reality.
In his seminal work on the
genre of the Psalms, Hermann
Gunkel identified the following major categories: hymns
(descriptive praise), songs of
thanksgiving of the individual
(declarative praise), laments of
the people (communal laments
and laments of the individual.
While each of these major categories have specific elements
that characterize them, many
scholars, including Claus Westermann, recognize that the
distinctions between the categories are not necessarily stark.

In other words, what the
psalter or book of Psalms illustrates is that the human experience oscillates between deep
anguish and profound joy.
Additionally, Westermann
argues that the structure of the
book of Psalms depicts a trajectory from lament to greater
hope and praise. He notes that
the literary arrangement of the
Psalms shows a movement from
lament to praise.
The first half of the book
of Psalms is dominated by
laments, but larger groups of
Psalms of praise or hymns appear only in the second half
of the Psalter. To be sure, this
trajectory is by no means a
movement of a simple linear
direction. Scholars also note
that there are hymns (Psalms of
praise) in the earlier part, and
there are laments toward the

end of the psalter (e.g., Psalm
140-143).
However, the shift of emphasis is undeniable. So why does
the structure of the psalter
matter?
I believe it reflects the life of
faith that we daily experience.
There is a continual movement
from pain and anguish to surrender, joy and celebration. We
live lives that are burdened with
hurt, anxiety, loneliness, betrayal, as well joy, celebration and
delight.
Lament enables us to move
from pain to the candor of true
wrestling and questioning, resulting in greater hope and even
praise. I would exhort us all to a
deeper life of faith that honestly deals with pain so that our
journey can lead to greater hope
and even praise!

echo@taylor.edu

Glorifying God through business marketing
Christians in the
business world
Mick
Bates

Guest
Contributor
Many of us view work as a burden, but God says it is a gift.
It is a gift because through
work we learn about God and
his creation. Marketing is simply
a form of work. It is also an opportunity to glorify God.
Brother Lawrence summed it
up well with, “… our sanctification did not depend upon changing our works, but in doing that
for GOD’s sake, which we commonly do for our own.”
Arguably, the most common
activity we engage in is working
since we must feed, clothe and
protect ourselves and others, so
why not use work to glorify the
creator? I see three marketing-related opportunities to glorify the
Lord: stewardship, recognizing
God’s role and relationships.
Jesus said the greatest commandment is to love God with
everything and others as yourself. Good stewardship is a way
to show love.
The Parable of Talents illustrates that we are not to be timid about producing returns, but
taking reasonable risk brings glory to God. At the same time, we
must keep in mind our neighbors
and the rest of creation. Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is
becoming the mantra of today’s

Photograph provided by Unsplash

Let’s learn to use every gift, including those in the business world, to glorify.

business with many marketing
departments stumbling over
themselves to develop the correct positioning. For the Christian, CSR should not be a new
perspective but an illustration
of biblical stewardship that glorifies God.
Just as important is recognizing that we can do nothing apart
from God. Proverbs 21:31 says,
“The horse is made ready for the
day of battle, but victory rests
with the LORD.”
There is a fine balance between using gifts and talents to
their fullest extent and keeping
pride under control. Satan is the
quintessential example of a being that had everything but let it
go to his head and failed to understand that he also was simply a creation of God. The field
of marketing in its quest to generate customers is constantly under this threat. We glorify God by

intentionally acknowledging that
he is the source of whatever possessions or success we have.
Marketing is founded on the
creation of mutually beneficial
relationships. A typical perspective is that marketing abuses relationships. Abusing relationships
in the quest for profit is a disregard of Jesus’ command to love
God and others.
When I glorify God at work, I
manage resources and relationships in accordance with his precepts. If I do not, I am in a state
of sin. Relationships with people
begin with a right relationship
with God.
Henri Nouwen in talking about
Christian leaders said, “Their
leadership must be rooted in the
permanent, intimate relationship
with the incarnate Word, Jesus,
and they need to find there the
source for their words, advice,
and guidance.”

Leaders with this heart find
ways to ensure relationships are
mutually beneficial and glorifying to God.
Customer interaction is the
basis for marketing. The techniques we use to position product capabilities, what and who
we sell to, and the quality we
build in, are all a function of
our relationship with God the
creator. Glorifying God through
the stewardship of resources
and viewing people with the
same love He shows us, keeps
marketing centered on relationship-building that not only
satisfies the parties within the
exchange, but honors God as
well.
As Paul encouraged the Corinthians, “(Many) do it to get a
crown that will not last, but we
do it to get a crown that will last
forever” (1 Corinthians 9:25).

echo@taylor.edu
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Fine Arts Feature: “My Heart and Soul”
Feature of Chelsea
Springer
Author Bio: “My name is
Chelsea Springer. It has always
been hard for me to use my
voice growing up, I often felt as
if I was not capable of standing
up to my bullies in elementary
and highschool. I never used
to believe that my voice mattered, until I started writing poetry. Whenever I would write, I
felt closer to God, and I felt as
if I could release my emotions.
When my pawpaw passed away
last year, it inspired me to write
even more, as well as to participate in ‘I Gotta Sound’ and ‘Mosaic Night’ even though I was
afraid. When I write, I don’t
just write for me, but in hopes
that I can inspire and help others. Everyday is a battle for me,
dealing with grief, depression,
and anxiety, but nonetheless
my pawpaw is my inspiration,
and he is forever in my heart.
My inspiration behind starting
the Heart and Soul Poetry Club
was my pawpaw’s passing. In
my pain, I’ve begun to find my
voice and see that there can be
beauty in my pain.”

“My Heart and Soul”
By Chelsea Elise Springer
Life is but a vapor that is here for a moment, then disappears
at the drop of a hat.
Pain is beauty found underneath the ashes and the wounds and
scars found deep inside the heart.
One’s greatest struggle is gold found in a mine that has been
hidden until it was dug up.
Death is a phantom, that continuously shows up taking the
one’s I have loved, and burying them in the grave,
It is a ghost that haunts me still.
Tears are the daily bread, that my soul eats, what my soul longs
to understand, even the silent tears that fall from my heart,
Trying to understand my tears and the story that each one of
them holds.
My heart is a rose surrounded by thorns, trying to survive,
amidst the wars that rage in my soul,
The battle between life and death,
Trying to find the light amidst the darkness,
In the midst of the hurt and pain.
Life is a puzzle piece,
A map,
A forest.
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The entirety of “My Heart and Soul” can be found online at theechonews.com

Junior Chelsea Springer uses poetry as a way of expression.

Kaitlyn Gillenwater inspires others with her artwork
A feature on senior
Kaitlyn Gillenwater
Joe Markelon
Staff Writer

For many people, art and artistic expression act as an outlet
for expressing one’s emotions.
Such as the case with Kaitlyn
Gillenwater is a fifth-year studio
art student at Taylor University.
During her sophomore year
of college, she suffered a very
traumatic loss, in which one
of her best friends committed
suicide. As a result, she gained
a newfound perspective on her
art and changed her major.
“Art became a way to express
my own feelings (and) emotions
and understand the grief that
I have experienced in college,”
Gillenwater said.
Gillenwater is originally
from Upland, Indiana and has
known about Taylor her whole
life, since her mother is a housekeeper for the campus.
Her passion for art began in
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Kaitlyn Gillenwater utilizes art as
a medium to express herself.

her junior year of high school
when she created a painting of
a bicycle and submitted it for a
national scholarship. Her work
was selected as a winner for this
Scholastic scholarship and Gillenwater was invited to attend
the ceremony in Carnegie Hall
in New York City. There, she met
celebrities such as Alec Baldwin
and the CEO of Scholastic.
While in high school, she met

Taylor professor of English, Carie King. At Eastbrook High,
King was her high school English teacher and part of the
theatre program, in which Gillenwater was also a part of.
Gillenwater and King were
able to build a deep connection
in which they continually strive
to make each other better.
“Kaitlyn challenges me to
stop and see the world and
things around me differently,”
King said.
When initially coming to Taylor, Gillenwater did not major
in art, but instead wanted to go
into the military.
Now as a studio art major,
she focuses primarily on the
visual arts, specifically metalwork and furniture. Much of her
work deals with themes of grief
and suicide.
“I strive to understand the
topic, knowledge and perspective on it,” she said.
Gillenwater’s art allowed her
to express her emotions and
was her own personal way of

overcoming her trauma.
“Kaitlyn is one that is willing
to seek support and help when
she needs it,” said King.
Now, Gillenwater has built
two chairs and a table. These
items will be on display at her
senior art exhibit on April 1,
2022.
In addition, last summer, she
helped create a mural with Taylor alumna Abby Braswell (‘21).
Braswell first designed and
helped paint The Mama Pearson Mural in the Summer of
2020, located in Gas City. This
painting was done with Assistant Professor of Art Laura Stevenson’s Art II class.
Due to the success of the
first mural, Braswell was commissioned to do a mural in Matthews, Ind. This mural is 100 feet
by 15 feet. Braswell then contacted Gillwater, and she was able to
contribute to the project.
Through art, she seeks to inspire potential artists as well.
For example, King’s daughter
was a junior in high school last

year. While King’s daughter was
visiting Taylor, she was able to
meet Gillenwater.
Through a small conversation, King’s daughter showed
her interest in creating art, particularly visual art. As a result,
Kaitlyn gave King’s daughter
a whole basket of yarn, stating that she inherited it from
her grandmother.
“It’s a wonderful experience
to see her grow and give back
with her art,” said King.
Despite not even graduating
from college yet, Gillenwater is
showing that being an artist is
not just about being creative
and creating art. Being an artist
is about showing vulnerability,
staying true to one’s roots, giving back to the community and
inspiring future artists through
kindness and compassion.
These are traits that make a
great artist, and through her
hard work, dedication and love
of art, Gillenwater certainly embodies all of them.
echo@taylor.edu

Your Spotify Cue
Top hits from October
Hailey Hendricks
A&E Editor

October’s newest releases
had a lot to offer. From artists
storming the music industry with their first albums to
long-treasured musicians reestablishing and refining their
voices, many new releases definitely caught my ear. Narrowing
it down to a few was a bit challenging, yet these albums and
songs have left their mark.
Without further ado, here are
some new releases that I think
you should be adding to your
queue during your next Spotify
jam session.
Albums
Finneas: “Optimist”
While Finneas O’Connell is
no stranger to the music industry, with a Grammy from
his previous EP (“Blood Harmony”) and working alongside his sister to help build
success, this album serves
as his debut album. O’Connell’s album “Optimist” was
released on Oct. 15.
In his album, he wrote 13
songs that show the dichotomy of the world right now: How
does someone find optimism in

a world filled with so much hurt
and pain?
O’Connell chose a topic that
he was struggling with to be the
basis of discovery, as he stated
in an interview with New Musical Express.
“It’s definitely something I
have to work at,” said O’Connell.
“The version of me that I wish
I always was is the optimistic,
helpful, positive me, which is
aspirational for me. There’s a
lot of reason to be pessimistic
in the world but you can still
choose to be like, ‘We shouldn’t
really give up on this.’”
In his exploration to find optimism, O’Connell utilized several different styles of music
to express these differing situations. He mixed tempos and
rhythms to make each piece
uniquely different, yet each
piece works towards the whole
of the album. The mixture of his
styles mimics his understanding of how people can find optimism in some of the most
difficult situations.
Each piece offers something
quite diversely different from
O’Connell’s previous music. I
highly recommend a listen to
this album, especially to the
songs “A Concert Six Months
From Now” and “The Kids Are
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Coldplay (the band photographed) released their newest album on Oct. 15.

All Dying.”
C o l d p l a y : “ Mu s i c o f
the Spheres”
Released on the same day as
O’Connell’s album, Coldplay released its ninth studio album.
Following their 2019 release
“Everyday Life,” the band’s newest album offers a similar vibe
with some enhancements.
“Music of the Spheres” is a
twelve-song album surrounding
a journey of exploring the universe. Something that instantly
caught my eye about this album
is that some of the song titles
are titled by emoji rather than
words themselves.
The album features several

featured celebrities, including
Selena Gomez, We Are KING, Jacob Collier and BTS. The overall mood of the album included
a slower and more chill piano
vibe. I would definitely put this
on in the background while
working on some homework.
While the entirety of this album is soothing to the soul, I
highly recommend “Let Somebody Go.”
Songs
Adele: “Easy On Me”
As an avid Adele fan, I
couldn’t avoid pointing out this
song. Adele released “Easy On
Me” on Oct. 15, and this song
shows off her beautiful vocal

range (like most of her songs
do).
This is her most recent release since her previous album,
“25,” in 2015. While she has been
away from producing music for
a bit, this single does justice to
the time she spent away.
“Easy On Me” might join her
legacy of great singles. I know
for me, it sure has.
In this song, Adele places
a call to her lover to “Go easy
on me, baby. I was still a child,
didn’t get the chance to feel
the world around me— had
no time to choose what I chose
to do.”
As the song reflects the

A&E
EVENTS

Wind Ensemble
Concert
Nov. 17 @ 8 p.m.
Butz-Carruth
Recital Hall

Chorale & Sounds
Christmas Concert
Dec. 4 @ 7:30 p.m.
Rediger Auditorium

Symphony
Orchestra

Dec. 5 @ 7:30 p.m.
Rediger Auditorium

MPO Holiday Pops
Concert
Dec. 17 @ 7:30 p.m.
Rediger Auditorium

process of her growing up
quickly, she just asks for patience: something we all can
extend to others.
Her beautiful range is highlighted in this piece, and I just
am in continuous awe of her vocal ability.
Elton John & Surfaces: “Learn
To Fly”
This song exudes joy. I truly
believe it is impossible to listen to this song and not crack
a smile.
Surfaces and Elton John collaborated on this song. While it
was initially released as a single in 2020, the song was re-released in John’s new album,
“The Lockdown Sessions,” on
Oct. 22. The fun rhythm and
catchy melody are about wanting to learn how to fly despite
hardship. The song’s message
is about lifting one’s hands up
and learning to fly in the midst
of loneliness. This is a message
I love and need to be reminded
of often.
This song is perfect to play on
repeat during your next Sunday
afternoon drive.
Looking at this selection of
music, it shows several different conversations happening
right now in the music industry. This month leaves me filled,
and I cannot wait to see what is
in store for the coming month
of music.
echo@taylor.edu
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Cross Country teams sweep conference

Both teams now look
forward to Nationals
Jack Mulkey
Staff Writer

For the first time since
1996, both Taylor cross country teams won the Crossroads
League Championships.
For the No. 4 ranked men, it was
their first title since 1999. They
scored 46 points, beating No. 3
ranked Indiana Wesleyan, who
they had failed to beat all season
to this point, by 10 points.
Coming across the line first for
the Trojans was senior Derek Van
Prooyen with a time of 25:02.7. Just
a few seconds later, seniors Daniel
Gerber and Alex Helmuth crossed
the line with times of 25:06.3 and
25:07.3 respectively. The three
runners finished fourth, fifth and
sixth to lead the team.
Fourth for the Trojans was senior Connor White. It was an impressive showing from the senior
who has been fighting an injury all
year and his performance was essential to winning the conference.
His race was never boring as he
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Both Taylor cross country teams claimed first in the Crossroads League

was constantly fighting to move
up the pack and finished around
nine seconds back from his three
teammates with a time of 25:16.1.
He finished eighth overall.
“My goal for the race was to mix
it up and run with the top guys of
Indiana Wesleyan and Huntington,” White said of his race.
The Jarheads, the nickname
for the men’s team, were the only
team to have four runners in the
top 10.
Rounding out the scoring for
the team was junior Josh Harden

with a performance highly regarded from Head Coach Quinn White.
“He was by himself, battling,
knowing he had to do his best to
be close to the Indiana Wesleyan
pack,” Quinn White said.
He finished with a time of
26:19.7 and was 23rd overall.
Van Prooyen, Gerber, Helmuth
and Connor White earned
All-Crossroads League for finishing in the top 15. Quinn White
earned Crossroads League Men’s
Coach of the Year as well.
The No. 4 ranked women’s team

continued their dominance in the
Crossroads League by winning
their ninth straight conference title, setting a new record for most
consecutive titles.
Senior Abbey Brennan was first
across the line for the team with
a time of 18:34.5, finishing second
overall. Sophomore Mollie Gamble and senior Giovanna Domene
crossed the line with identical
times of 18:59.7 to finish sixth and
seventh respectively. Sophomore
Ahna VanderWall was fourth for
the Trojans with a time 19:03.2 and

was tenth overall. Finishing out
the scoring for the team was junior Brooke Studnicki with a time
of 19:34.2 and was 16th overall.
Just like the Jarheads, the
Maddawgs, the nickname for the
women’s team, were the only team
to have four runners in the top 10.
Brennan, Gamble, Domene
and VanderWall were awarded
All-Crossroads League for finishing top 15 and Quinn White was
given Crossroads League Women’s Coach of the Year for the
ninth time.
Now both teams set their sights
to Vancouver, Washington where
they will compete in Nationals.
Last year, the men won the National Championship, and the
women came third to earn the
combined National Championship. Preparation to the race will
be key for success as the top competition in the NAIA is a close race.
“The whole week plays a part in
it of eating the right way, getting
enough sleep, keeping muscles
good and having focus,” Brennan
said are keys to prepare well for
the race.
White hopes that both teams
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Women’s Basketball
11/20 @Huntington 1 p.m.

Men’s Basketball

11/16 Wilberforce University 7 p.m.
11/20 @Huntington 3 p.m.

Cross Country

11/19 NAIA National Championships

Scoreboard
Results from Taylor
Athletics

Volleyball

11/6 Spring Arbor W 3-0
11/10 Indiana Wesleyan L 1-3

Women’s Soccer
11/6 Indiana Wesleyan L 0-1

Men’s Soccer

11/6 Grace College L 0-2

Women’s Basketball
11/6 Sterling College L 76-88

Men’s Basketball

11/9 Indiana U. Kokomo L 67-69

Women’s Cross Country

11/6 Crossroads League Championships 1st

Men’s Cross Country

11/6 Crossroads League Championships 1st

can finish on the podium, which
is the top four teams, to close out
yet another successful cross country season.
echo@taylor.edu

Volleyball loses in conference semis

First appearance in
semis since 2016

Kyle Hayward &
Markus Miller

Staff Writer & Sports Editor
Taylor volleyball competed in
the Crossroads League tournament last week at the tail-end of
a stellar regular season. They advanced to the semi-finals of the
tournament for the first time
since 2016, where they dropped
a contested match with No. 20 Indiana Wesleyan.
After finishing with records of
14-4 in conference play and 27-7
overall, Taylor volleyball has
been receiving votes for national recognition in the NAIA Top-25
polls. The team has been ranked
within the Top-25 for much of
the year. This successful season
was motivated by a team-wide
commitment.
“Throughout the season our

mission has remained the same
and that is to love God and love
each other well,” said senior
Amanda Adams. “This has created an intense atmosphere that
holds each other accountable,
celebrates each other, and motivates each of us to keep focused
on doing our best.”
By the time the conference
tournament began, Taylor had
finished in third in the conference, behind only Marian and
Indiana Wesleyan. That meant
they earned one of the league’s
eight spots in the conference
tournament.
In round one, Taylor took down
Spring Arbor in straight sets. All
three sets were hard fought, with
scores of 25-21, 25-23, and 25-23
again in the winning set.
Neither team built a significant lead in each set, but Taylor
pulled away in the end of each of
the three frames, leaning on the
home court advantage that Odle

Arena provided. They finished
13-1 inside their home arena for
the season – one of the best home
records in the country.
Adams posted 18 kills in the
match.
That set Taylor up with the
semi-final clash against Indiana
Wesleyan, who they had went
1-1 against in the regular season.
A win also would have clinched
a berth in the NAIA National
Tournament.
“We are both evenly matched
and talented,” Head Coach Erin
Luthy said before Wednesday’s
match.
Her statement rang true as the
two teams went back-and-forth
for much of the night.
The match went four sets and
remained close throughout, but
after knotting it up by winning
the second set, the Wildcats
pulled away by winning the final
two to move onto the conference
championship match.

Taylor even grabbed a 14-10
lead in the fourth set, before
wielding nine of the next 10
points, ultimately leading to the
loss.
Now, Taylor awaits to see if
their season will continue.
While they did not clinch an
automatic berth in the national tournament, they still have
the ability to be chosen for an
at-large berth. The tournament
bracket will be unveiled today at
11 a.m.
“It’s been such a special season
and we’d love to keep rolling,” Luthy said.
Nationals or not, it’s been
a memorable season for TU
Volleyball.
“The team atmosphere has
been very consistent this whole
season,” junior Kacy Bragg said.
“Every practice and every game,
we have held a sense of confidence that has rarely been broken. And the times our chemistry
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Before falling to Indiana Wesleyan, TU handled Spring Arbor in three sets

has been off, we have been able
to quickly bounce back and
unite as a team even stronger
than before.”
In addition to notable on-court
results, such as the home victory over Indiana Wesleyan that
saw the team overcome a 2-1 set
deficit, the team also had notable off-the-court moments. This
included a team mission trip to

Florida during the beginning of
the season.
“That was such an amazing experience,” Adams said. “It allowed
us to bond in a spiritual and relational way instead of just being
on the court.”
The tournament reveal will
be available on the NAIA Facebook page.
echo@taylor.edu

Mark’s Remarks: Braves are what’s right with baseball
Atlanta goes on
improbable run

Markus Miller
Sports Editor

The 88-73 Atlanta Braves
just won the World Series and
claimed the prize of champions
of the MLB season.
Regular season record doesn’t
matter in the postseason, but
is notable because Atlanta
won the World Series with the
worst record of any team in the
playoff-field.
No, I’m not here to discredit
the Braves championship. They
played at a 106-win pace after
the trade deadline and proved
themselves time and time again

by defeating first the Brewers,
then the Dodgers and finally the
Houston Astros — three teams
who have had their fingerprints
all over postseason contention
the last five years.
I’m here to recognize the uncertainty of baseball and the
beauty of its randomness in a
time where the sport is seemingly dominated by the same few
teams and players each and every year.
Baseball has faded in popularity during recent years. It’s a slower sport with fewer stars than
basketball and football. The 2021
Super Bowl pulled in 96.4 million
viewers, which dwarfs the 11.75
million viewers per game in the
six-game series between Atlanta

and Houston, with both numbers
coming from CNBC.
The top prospect in the 2022
MLB Draft, Termarr Johnson,
even recognized that he’s entering a sport that has become
less and less a part of the sports
conversation.
“They’re more into football
and basketball,” Johnson said of
his high school classmates in a
New York Times article.
The same article says, “Baseball, for all its storied past, no
longer occupies a central role in
the national consciousness.”
While the MLB has made a conscious effort to brand its players
and promote “fun” in a sport
that’s been known as being oldschool — including a “let the kids

play” advertising slogan — their
greatest marketing chip may lie
in the form of the 2021 Atlanta
Braves.
The biggest gripe in the NBA
and NFL, at least one of the biggest gripes, has been the predictability of the sport. Sure, every
once in a while there’s a surprise,
but the characters remain largely
similar. Tom Brady has played in
five of the last seven Super Bowls,
and the two he didn’t involved
two of the next greatest quarterbacks in league history — Patrick
Mahomes and Peyton Manning.
Basketball fans groaned about
the endless run of Golden State
Warriors vs. Cleveland Cavaliers
matchups in the NBA Finals, and
2021 marked only the second

time since 2010 that LeBron
James didn’t play in the Finals.
Maybe the star power of these
individuals is beneficial for the
sport, but the predictability and
consistency of postseason results
ends up in consistent griping
over watching the same product
year in and year out.
Baseball, on the other hand,
has had a different champion
each year since 2013. The only
franchises to win more than two
World Series since 2000 are the
San Francisco Giants and the
Boston Red Sox.
The Braves defied the odds
as the lowest seed and upset
three consecutive opponents to
take home the top prize in their
league.

When was the last time the
lowest seed won the ultimate
prize in the NBA? It’s never happened. What about the NFL? It
happened once in the 21st century — when the 2011 Giants defied
odds and defeated the Patriots —
marking one of the more memorable moments in American
Sports in history.
Baseball isn’t going to become
what it was, but for those who
claim the sport is boring or too
slow for their tastes – I’d point
them to the story that the Atlanta Braves built, and the narratives
that this game produces time and
time again, because it’s the only
sport left where anything can truly happen.
echo@taylor.edu
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Senior
Upland, IN

Hometown
Major

Computer Science/Systems

Purdue
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Coach Carter

(765) 998-7261
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Ohio State
Coach Quinn White
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